
Dear Sirs, With these two open letters, I beseech everyone to whom they are sent first to pray to the 

Lord to preserve our temple for believing Christians.  

 I Prayerfully hope that every recipient will read carefully everything written and understand the truth, 

facts, documents, violations, as well as the lack of responsibility and conscience of all the perpetrators of 

the condition and unwanted situation in which our church is placed.  

For the sake of the Lord Jesus Christ, I implore all of you who have received the letters to make modest 

donations to cover the illicit loan to the fraudulent and robbed two banks.  

Dear Sirs,  

I write to you your second open letter, which I want to confirm the facts of the criminal activity and the 

negligent attitude of the OCA, in particular by Metropolitan Alexander in defense of the illegitimate 

priest, Valentin Notzkov, who has appointed himself as the church board ,of the never-chosen fraudsters 

who have occupied our church as "church trustees".  

To avoid unnecessary repetitions, I would recommend reading the first open letter in the link here:  

https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ar5D_FGNC5rRkzS_A72rzZUt90iv  

  

  

Several are the general facts about the illegal loan from the two deceived banks taken by the illegitimate 

falsely representing priest and lied that he was "the owner" and the head of the falsely pledged, as a 

guarantee, wrongfully and criminally, of our church building.  

The first summarizing fact:  

Our Church "St. John of Rila " was founded in the beginning of 1996 illegally by the illegitimate and 

defeated ,outcasted, outlawed by the Bulgarian Orthodox Church Bishop Kiril Yonchev. Kyril (Yonchev) 

stands at the base of schism in the Bulgarian churches in America, as a result of which it was denied of 

the New York Diocesan Court on a church-criminal case filed in November 1963 by the legitimate 

Bulgarian Metropolitan Andrew. The Bulgarian Orthodox  Synod examined the decision of the New York 

Church Court and approved it at its meeting in December 1963, Synod, Protocol No. 14 / 2.12.1963).  

Bishop Kiril Yonchev is an impostor unrecognized by any Official Orthodox Church. It is just like a false 

Bishop who, with a lie, poses and presents Valentin Notzkov as a priest. And it is then that criminal 

appointment by Kiril Yonchev, all the spiritual and material-financial actions of Valentin Notzkov are 

invalid and criminal. Everything in this world, which is based on lies and deceit, leads to it, as a 

consequence of yet another lie and deception. The evil tree can not be expected to give good fruit. 

Valentin Notzkov with all his lying and illegal actions and initiatives scammed two banks and should 

personally return the unlawful funds seized by banks, which are now larger in value than those at the 

beginning of the illegal loan. Although our church was created anti-canonically, the enthusiasm and the 

desire for a Bulgarian temple in the largest diaspora abroad - Chicago, the motivation of the Christians 

was great and the building was paid in full in 2006. The building has no mortgage. Banks have been 

deceived and must seek out the means of fraudsters and not of innocent Christians who deserve to have 

a church to praise and worship the Only God and Savior Jesus Christ.  

https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ar5D_FGNC5rRkzS_A72rzZUt90iv
https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ar5D_FGNC5rRkzS_A72rzZUt90iv


The second summarizing fact:  

The personality of Valentin Notzkov in the period from 1996 until present date (2019) is not a priest and 

does not belong to the Bulgarian Orthodox Church and to  the Orthodox Church in America.. For 

fraudulent financial and moral crimes he has been tried many times in Bulgaria and America. As a 

civilian, he criminally and illegally registers our church as a corporation. As a civilian, he, along with his 

fake trustees, takes the credit of two banks arbitrarily and illegally, betting the church building with 

which he personally has nothing to do .As an example of bad management, I will give the payment for 

the phone and the Internet connection made by the illegal trustees during their accumulated 

"management" from 2004 to 2016.12 years they paid monthly unjustified and unnecessary $ 385 

"business" internet.4 600 per annum 12 years e = $ 55,200. We, the current legal board, pay $ 40 a 

month or $ 480 a year with the same online services. Anyone can compare the irresponsibility and 

unjustifiable waste of self-appointed "trustees" If these facts are not true,  let Metropolitans Tihon  and 

Akexander prove it before the court .  

  

Third generalizing fact:  

Fraudulent banks have a separate responsibility for the unauthorized credit themselves granted to illegal 

persons having nothing to do with our church. When lending, the banks did not verify the facts, whether 

the claimants are legal representatives of the church and the building, or they are simply scammers who 

are charging church property that does not belong to them to illegally receive the huge amount of 

money. Fraudulent banks and their lawyers should therefore bring legal action against the individuals 

who have signed up for the illegal contract and have committed fraud. These individuals have names, 

addresses, security numbers, telephones and background  files. When giving illegal loans in the archives 

of deceived banks, there must be the data and information listed above about the people who have 

taken these illegal credits. As I wrote in the first open letter, five persons should be summoned to court: 

Valentin Notzkov, Emil Davidkov, Boyan Chavdarov, Metropolitan Tikhon and Metropolitan Alexander. 

For the first appearance in court of the address of our “St. John of Rila Church "was received summons 

from the court with an obscure and non-serious addressee: "To Unknown Owners and Non Record 

Claimants". I ask Mrs Dorothy Brown to send this unqualifying our church, summons, to the five 

personal addresses of the above mentioned names.  

Fourth summary:  

The current priest in our church is the first legitimate priest on October 16, 2015. The current president 

and the council's trustees are the first legally elected members of the first lawful and canonical meeting 

of the current legal priest conducted,commited   and directed by him on November 18, 2017. The 

Assembly of November 16, 2016, self-initiated by Metropolitan Alexander was not legally but 

anticanonically, falsely ,an unfair intention to conceal the crimes committed by Notzkov in the past 20 

years.Assembly to select new ones the trustees conducted by Metropolitan Alexander on November 16, 

2016 left a deep wound and a great disappointment among the Bulgarian Christians in Chicago who 

totally justifiably stopped visiting our temple on the condition that they would come back again if 

Metropolitan Alexander resigned.   



Metropolitan Alexander still refuses to take personal responsibility for the state of our church to this 

day. The American Orthodox Church and its head, Metropolitan Tikhon, along with all previous 

Metropolitans Theodosius, Hermann and Jonah, bear the absolute blame for the state of our church and 

the disappointment of 300,000 Bulgarians living in Chicago. By concealing the fact that Valentin Notzkov 

is not a priest and allowing him to serve and perform illegal church baptisms, weddings and funerals, 

they have violated all church and civil laws. With all of them, lies, lack of financial and spiritual control, 

total neglect and running away from responsibility they cannot be called "Holy Synod". The entire 

Bulgarian Christian Society of Chicago insists that the American Orthodox Church pay the illicit loan 

taken by the two fraudulent banks from their concealed Valentin Notzkov. We publish here false and 

contradictory letters from Metropolitan Alexander to the perpetrators of the fraud on both banks. We 

insist that the summons for the first court case be sent in person to Metropolitan Alexander and 

Valentin Notzkov, and we hope that the venerable court will not only be satisfied with the sentence for 

the return of illegally taken funds from them, but also with a complete ban on all his Episcopal 

leadership and any future spiritual activity. Metropolitan Alexander, throughout his relations with our 

church, acted anti-canonically and violated all norms of behavior with lies, violations of church, civil and 

moral laws. I enclose the letters he wrote to our current legal priest and to the false nominees 

nominated by Notzkov "President" Boyan Chavdarov and "Treasurer" Krasimir Dechev. Each letter is 

interpreted and explained. In these letters, Metropolitan Alexander, through his statements, proves that 

he is complicit in the crimes, and by inciting the perpetrators of hooliganism, he is no longer worthy of 

being our Bishop.   

Fifth Summary:  

  

In all the years since Bulgaria emerged from its atheist totalitarian and dictatorial past and entered the 

democratic period of integration with the outside world, our native church did not change, but 

remained acting under the command of the destroyers of the holy Orthodox faith in the midst of our 

Bulgarian people. .The spiritual and material condition of our church "missionary" abroad, compared to 

our neighboring Orthodox countries - Greece, Romania and Serbia is tragic and lamentable. The 

churches of Greece, Romania and Serbia have a wonderful organ -organized and commendable acting 

dioceses abroad with well-maintained temples, many Metropolitans, Bishops and priests. Their 

clergymen are respected with dignity and are materially provided. The missionary Christian life in them 

is abundantly fruitful and serves as an example. Unfortunately we cannot say such words to our 

Bulgarian churches abroad. Bulgaria has only two Metropolitans abroad - Only one for Europe and only 

one / note / for America, Canada and Australia! The fact is that all priests sent abroad, prior to the 1990 

changes, are recruited agents and employees of the secret atheist services. Their main task was not to 

preach the faith of Christ, but to "fight enemy emigration." If anyone opposes this shameful truth and 

disputes these categorical facts, let him open the files of the atheist regime to all specially trained and 

instructed "priests".  

In parallel, let anyone reading these open letters look at the actions abroad of these sent "priests". 

There it is clear that almost everywhere there was enmity, judgment, litigation, drunkenness, abuse of 

finances, and "abomination of desolation," in the absence of any church life.  

It is this kind of "priest" who is the main "hero" of these open letters, Valentin Notskov, who successfully 

fulfilled his mission of destroying the faith of Christians and of "fighting enemy emigration." 

Unfortunately, all the diplomats, in all these past years, concealed his activities and with all artificial 



"awards", false articles in the newspapers, tried to keep the culprit. This "enemy emigration", which 

chose to move to the American Orthodox Church in the hope that there would be a caring 

anticommunist spiritual Mother, was deeply disappointed. Alas, maternal care did not happen! Through 

the deliberate financial and spiritual support of Metropolitan Alexander to the civilian Valentin Notzkov, 

by avoiding all Episcopal care and responsibility, our church has remained in a difficult position today. By 

lying, insinuating, manipulating, and covering up a serious crime for the fraud of both banks by Valentin 

Notskov, Metropolitan Alexander made the American Orthodox Church not our spiritual Mother, but 

abandoned our illegitimate stepmother.  

  

For Bishop Alexander's letter to his current father, in which he humiliates and threatens him, together 

with the answers and explanations to what he wrote, you can read here:  

https://1drv.ms/w/s!Ar5D_FGNC5rRk0ibkPPyKyKlotTQ  

  

For the communications of the present father with the secretary Don Freud, Dobri Karabanov and Bill 

Dickinson, which show that the present father did not want to come for the second time to be 

humiliated in our church but was forced to move, you can read here :  

  

https://1drv.ms/w/s!Ar5D_FGNC5rRk3qnrSp_6KGcYYTs  

  

  

  

You can read about the protest letter from Georgi Ivanov to Metropolitan Herman here:  

  

https://1drv.ms/w/s!Ar5D_FGNC5rRk3AQ-6Mz96C3lZeT  

  

You can read about the letter in which Metropolitan Alexander "re-appoints" the illegal and 

anticanonical treasurer Dechev:  

  

  

https://1drv.ms/w/s!Ar5D_FGNC5rRk2Kg4016_Sooxbqt  

The answers and explanations for the Letter of Metropolitan Alexander to the illegally nominated 

arbitrarily nominated by the poacher Notzkov, the so-called "President" Boyan Chavdarov, in which he 

encouraged him and incites to new lies, violations and illegal actions, you can read here:  

https://1drv.ms/w/s!Ar5D_FGNC5rRk0ibkPPyKyKlotTQ
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https://1drv.ms/w/s!Ar5D_FGNC5rRlACQenXy6wzuex75  

  

To all of you who have read these two open letters, I wish you health and grace, as I pray to our Gracious 

Savior and Lord Jesus Christ, to bless and save us!  

  

President of the Church of St. John of Rila in Chicago:  

Dr. George Fleming  
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